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B L O G 
Have you ever noticed the seasons changing? As the summer fades into autumn, it’s not just the leaves falling 

from the trees which are on the move. Millions of animals migrate every year, heading for warmer places or 

plentiful feeding grounds as the weather shifts.  

Sometimes these epic journeys bring animals together. American Bison have been known to migrate in herds of 

up to 4 million, stomping their way to greener pastures in unison as the seasons change. Smaller animals like red 

crabs (found on Easter Island off the coast of Chile) also move in huge groups. They have been known to block 

roads and footpaths, their vast numbers keep them safe from predators and increasing their chances of going 

the distance.   

But not all migrating animals are stomping or scuttling towards their destination. In fact, many of the world's most 

spectacular journeys are undertaken high in the sky or under the water. From marlin to salmon, the sea is alive 

with long distance athletes. Each species of whale follows its own migratory route, usually feeding in the cold 

waters of the Arctic or Antarctic during the summer and heading for warmer waters during the winter. A grey 

whale calf migrates with its mother, and studies show it may have travelled a whopping 100,000 miles by the time 

it reaches maturity at around 12 years old. That’s 2 and a half times around the world before it’s even left ‘home’! 

Even some species of lobster migrate, tip-tapping their way to warmer waters when the temperature drops in the 

winter.  

Look to the sky's an you might catch a glimpse of some of the lesser-known migrations which happen around the 

globe each year. Species of butterfly, beetle and bat alike have all been known to make amazing journeys, 

sometimes even crossing dangerous seas and deserts to reach their destination.  
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Are you a migration mastermind?   

Birds are master migrators too. At school, you might have heard about the migration of the swallow, swooping its 

way to Africa in the winter before returning to Scotland during the Spring to breed. However, the gold medal for a 

marathon migration (not just for birds but for all animals) actually goes to a small seabird which you might be lucky 

enough to spot feeding in the shallows during the Scottish summer. The amazing Arctic tern travels gigantic 

distances of between 44,000 and 59,000 miles each year. Over a lifetime, that means an arctic tern can fly the 

same distance as three round trips to the  moon.  

By August, most of the puffins around Scotland have begun to disappear from the coast, heading out into the 

Atlantic for the winter to feed. The gannets stick around a little longer, but most have left their breeding colonies 

by early October, the young gannets making the dangerous migration south for the first time. Many other seabirds 

are also on the move, following the fish and the milder weather away from Scotland.   

However, although Autumn in Scotland sees many animals leaving for the winter months, a whole host of 

wonderful winter species are arriving too. Geese can be seen flying in their thousands, their iconic V shaped 

traveling formation difficult to miss as they honk across the sky. Smaller birds like knot also make enormous 

journeys from the Arctic circle (up to 3,400 miles away) to boost the numbers of resident birds around the Scottish 

coast.   

All of this amazing migratory activity makes autumn a great time to go bird-watching, both by the sea and further 

inland. Keep an eye out for returning wading birds like turnstones and redshank, and watch the last of the gannets 

fledge, feed and fly away. Remember to wish them luck as they go! They’ve got a long journey ahead.   

Find out how much you’ve learnt by answering the following questions:   

1. How many miles might a grey whale calf have travelled by the time 

it reaches maturity? 

2. Which animal holds the record for the longest migration on earth? 

3. What birds might you spot arriving in Scotland in winter?  
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